
I-069-001

Comment noted.

 

I-069-002

Comment noted. WSDOT received a number of comments in support of

and in opposition to Options A, K, and L and the associated suboptions.

These opinions are summarized in the Supplemental Draft

Environmental Impact Statement Summary of Comments (WSDOT, April

2010), available at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative and Chapters 5 and 6 describe its environmental effects.

 

I-069-003

Comment noted.
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I-069-004

Comment noted.

 

I-069-005

Comment noted.

 

I-069-006

Comment noted.
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I-069-007

Comment noted.

 

I-069-008

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative that includes a full lid from Montlake Boulevard to beyond

24th Avenue E near the Lake Washington shoreline. The 10th Avenue

East bridge over SR 520 would be replaced with a 100-foot-wide

structure (40 feet wider than today) as part of the new 10th Avenue

East/Delmar Drive East lid. Instead of a lid over I-5 in the Roanoke area,

the Preferred Alternative includes an enhanced bicycle and pedestrian

crossing of I-5 at East Roanoke Street.

 

I-069-009

Since your comment states that you are listing facts about the SR 520, I-

5 to Medina project as you understand them, this is confirmation that

yes, there is a financing plan for the funded portion of the SR 520

program, and that the ESHB 2211 legislative workgroup made

recommendations to generate revenue for the remaining unfunded

portion of the program (full workgroup report is available for review at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/partners/sr520legislativeworkgroup/recommen

dations.htm). Yes, tolling revenue and control is also an explicit part of

both the SR 520 Finance Plan and the ESHB 2211 workgroup

recommendations.  SR 520 Finance Plan and other finance documents

can be accessed at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/Library/technical.htm.

 

I-069-010

Yes, early tolling was recommended and will be implemented on SR

520. Chapter 1 of the Final EIS includes discusses how tolling will be

implemented and used on SR 520.
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I-069-011

Comment noted.

 

I-069-012

Since this particular comment is, as stated by the commenter, a

statement of fact as the commenter understands it, the program is

confirming that yes, legislative action has been taken to support and

allow pontoon construction to move forward through both ESHB 2211

and ESSB 6392.

 

I-069-013

Comment noted.
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